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The spirit does not survive

Now she is already dead

Born for the crate

Pure fat being with mammary and simultaneous craters

Hymn-shaped packed and honey infused pink in delicacy

It is a fine day when the soul wakes up and finds herself a Peg

I am happy about it

that my hymn tongue shall never touch the white or the pure

What she enters is already wounded

the terminology tube

She shall lay tiny eggs that shall not hatch but shall rot happily

Tiny revolts exit once a month from the poet

C.D. said Diego said that art is like ham

In the margins in the closet I said yes

I have noticed that ham cries juicy tears

The ham in the store, the ham in the crate, the ham before it was divided
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Ham has a special wetness

The dead lover seeks wetness

She feels her aquatic genesis and the mixed wetness of things 

that run through through

Through is the only direction to run
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She loves all animals. She loves the wee openings of animals 
and her wee friends who worry about the sincerity of their sloth.

She-ra said of the poet, it is a gay earth mother. The earth mother 
also knows water, the monstergods that struggled out of the waterwomb.

He-man has a wetness of yearning. The water of his soul is a broth.
Inside him a brothel without customers. 

Lately I have noticed the sound of groundwater.
It is a historical sound. Very moist and quiet and dripping.

The Peg can hear the dripping of the deep subterranean caves.

Zurita said of the Peg
offer up your body to be occupied by other bodies.

He carried the bodies of Chile like a rattle I could hear 
the sands of bodies snaking through the head and out of the eyes.

This little Peggy went to the market.
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Magma has a unique wetness.

It is a true wetness and it cries out like a farm animal.

Iris noted the slippery nature of evil. She said of the infertility 
of this country, it is an epidemic. 

The earth is very pregnant and very pink. A crystal is pregnant 
for three months, three weeks, and three days. 

Emptiness must die. 

Don’t open your body. It was already open. 

But even if the tiny eggs are dead they must keep coming.

The magma of writing is slow as glass.
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The fear of violence is a false fear
with its nature of singular drowned manatees 
and it is mine and I am an elastic crystal filled 
with manatee. I welcome you to us.

There is no violence unthinkable, no evil without ecology. 
If only the manatees could heal together. The manatees swim 
through the magma of the earth and are mistaken for mermaids.

This little Peggy stayed home.


